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Executive Summary
We are pleased to present relevant and timely
insights from the Heads of Transformation/Change
and Portfolio Management from across the Private
and Public sectors
The PwC Portfolio and Project Management (PPM) team reached out to
a number of our clients, employing more than 160,000 staff, from the Financial,
Retail, Pharmaceutical, Public and Educational sectors and spoke with 14
Heads of Transformation/Change and Portfolio Management.
These Change Leaders provided their insights on Brexit, Disruptive
Technologies, required Skills and Talent Management related to Project and
Change Management.
The insights are informative and will be of great interest to the Project
Management community.

•

Change Leaders confirm that digital solutions are positively changing ways of
working and are looking to invest in Project Management software

•

Soft and interpersonal skills as well as commercial skills are the top
requirements for Project Managers

•

Salary and benefits are not the drivers for recruitment –
challenging/interesting assignments and investment in career paths are more
important

Overall, there is a strong sense of optimism and confidence for what the future
holds for Project Managers. However, there is an appreciation of future
challenges in resourcing, the application of disruptive technologies and reporting
as well as being fully prepared for Brexit.
Finally, when we look at what our clients are telling us, we believe that it Is an
exciting time to be a Project Manager and Change Leader.
Time to start planning and leading out on this change!

Key takeaways from the survey include:
There are a number of interesting and, in some cases, surprising insights from
the Change Leaders that PwC spoke with:
•

The majority of Change Leaders do not consider their organisation as fully
prepared for Brexit and less than a quarter claimed that their Project
Management/Change Management function had been involved in the
development of their organisation’s Brexit strategy
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1. Brexit
Almost two thirds of Change Leaders do not consider their
organisation as fully prepared for Brexit
It is surprising that almost two-thirds of Change
Leaders do not consider their organisation as
fully prepared for the onset of Brexit. This may
be related to the claim that less than a quarter
of Change Leaders had their Project
Management/Change Management function
involved in developing their organisation’s
Brexit strategy.
In terms of concrete actions that organisations
are taking, the following feature prominently:
•

Strategic impact assessments, increased
engagement with customers and setting up
of a Brexit taskforce

Change Leaders envisage
opportunities resulting from Brexit
such as new relationships and client
initiatives and believe that Financial
Services will gain the most, followed
by Technology and Business
Services.
There is an opportunity for Project
Management professionals to help
steer their organisations and bring
their particular expertise to the
planning and execution phase of
Brexit strategies and actions.

Most believe that
Brexit will present
opportunities for
new relationships
and client
opportunities

Financial Services
to benefit most
from the impact
of Brexit

Chart 1: What actions is your organisation taking to ensure preparedness for Brexit?

Strategic Impact
Assessment

Not Prepared
15%
Prepared
39%

Increased Engagement
with Customers
Set-up Brexit
Taskforce
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Chart 2: How prepared is your organisation for Brexit?

Somewhat
prepared
46%
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2. Disruptive Technology
Change Leaders reported that digital
solutions are positively changing ways
of working and are looking to invest in
Project Management software

The digital advancements that have had
the most impact on the day to day delivery
of projects are ‘Mature’ technologies such
as video-conferencing and cloud services.
When we probed further into whether
digital advancements were affecting their
ways of working; a majority of respondents
felt it allowed them to be ‘more efficient’.

However, Digital PMO and Artificial
Intelligence (AI) both scored low on their
impact on the day to day delivery of
projects. It seems the Project Management
community has yet to embrace the optimal
use for these technologies.
Customer service, lower cost and greater
quality are identified as major advantages
of AI/Robotics. However, only a quarter of
Change Leaders identify their business’ as
either innovators or early adopters,
whereas others prefer to wait and see.

Majority of respondents are
either not satisfied or only
somewhat satisfied with their
current PM dashboard tools
PwC | 2018 PPM Pulse Analysis

A majority will look to invest in new Project
Management software, with approximately
a third indicating so and the same number
undecided. This is not surprising since
majority of respondents are either not
satisfied or only somewhat satisfied with
their current Project Management
dashboard tools.

Chart 3: Where would you categorise your organisation
in terms of adopting disruptive technologies?

Laggards
20%

Innovators
6%
Early
adopters
20%

Late majority
27%

Early
majority
27%

Chart 4: What are the major advantages presented by
AI/Robotics in your particular industry?

Customer
Service
30%

Big Data
10%

Cost
35%

Quality
25%
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3. Skills
Soft skills and commercial skills are seen as more important
than technical expertise
Change Leaders see a broader skillset
requirement as more important than a narrow
technical Programme and Project
Management skills.
The top requirements identified by our
Change Leaders are soft interpersonal skills
and commercial skills. While looking at soft
skills in closer detail, and when we spoke
with Change Leaders, influencing
stakeholders, communication and facilitation
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Other
12%

skills were specifically identified.
Interestingly, digital awareness scored the
lowest, re-enforcing the common opinion that
the human component in Project
Management is of critical importance for
successful delivery of projects and
programmes.

Commercial
Acumen

Commercial
skills
21%

Soft
Interpersonal
Skills
29%
Technical PM
skills
17%

Chart 6: What new skills do you envision will be required in Project Management to meet client
demands?

Agile
Methodology

Chart 5: What do you feel is the most valuable skillset for a
Project Manager to have in your organisation?

Stakeholder
Management

Digital
Awareness
4%

Agile
17%

Looking to the future, organisations will require their Project
Managers to be able to deploy agile methodologies, have a
commercial acumen (understand the Business and be able to
converse in ‘non technical language’) and understand and
deliver on Stakeholder Management (‘read the room’).
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4. Talent Management
Salary and benefits are not the drivers
for recruitment – challenging/
interesting assignments and investment
in career paths are more important
The study reveals that almost a third of Change Leaders are
offering challenging and interesting work and slightly more than
a third are offering flexible working arrangements and better
work-life balance as a substantial part of attracting Project
Management resources. Salary was one of the least chosen
options.
It is noteworthy that a different approach has been taken to
entice millennials into a career in Project Management. Strong
development plans and valued Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) programmes were identified as the leading strategies.
Chart 8: What is the biggest priority for firms to
maintain their existing talent pool?
Investment in
skills
development
30%

Chart 7: How are you enticing Project Management resources to your organisation in the current
recruitment climate?

Challenging
& interesting
Work

Flexible
Working
Arrangements

Better
Work
Life
Balance

Brand
Awareness
Salary

The biggest priority for Change Leaders in maintaining their talent pool is to invest in career paths
(almost two-thirds choosing this option) as opposed to skills development, which was chosen by less
than a third. Interestingly, investment in training was the least chosen priority.
Investments in
career paths
60%

Investment
in training
10%
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5. Concluding Remarks
Opportunity Awaits

Research Methodology

Change Leaders have provided
details on how they are preparing
for Brexit, their use of disruptive
technologies and enticing and
retaining resources.

The research was carried out
amongst 14 Irish based Project
and Change Management leaders
across numerous industries in
both the public and private
sectors during Autumn 2018.
The industries include Aviation,
Banking, Education, Health,
Pharmaceuticals, Public Sector,
Retail, Telecommunications,
Transport, and Utilities.

It is an exciting time to be involved
and leading out on this change.
Our research tells us that there is
a common theme of opportunity:
•

opportunities from Brexit;

•

opportunities for Project
Management professionals as
organisations look to
challenging and interesting
assignments; and

•

opportunities for improvement
in how organisations deploy
and use Project Management
tools and innovative
technologies to report on
Project Management data and
results.
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It is an exciting
time to be a
Project Manager
and Change
Leader.

43%

Head of Portfolio
Management

57%

Head of
Transformation &
Change
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6. Key Contacts
If you would like to discuss any aspects of this analysis
in more detail, please contact:
Féilim Harvey
Partner, Advisory Consulting
+353 1 792 8631
feilim.harvey@pwc.com

Darren D’Arcy
Director, Advisory Consulting
+353 1 792 8532
darren.darcy@pwc.com
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